
Proverbs 27:7

One who is full loathes honey from the comb,

but to the hungry even what is bitter tastes sweet.



Techniques for Better Bible 
Comprehension & Understanding

Summer 2019     - Class 1 of 4



‘the Plan’

Each class will have a repeating
pattern:

A way to better understand ‘Context’

A ‘tool’ to help deepen study

Some ‘fancy’ big words dealing with 
this topic

Guest teachers!



Tools Source Texts

Ipi Books $15 Amazon $15.50 ipi Books  $16
($35 on Amazon)
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work.
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Version             Type           # Translators

 NASB word for word 54

 AMP word for word 13

 ESV word for word 100+

 KJV word for word 54

 NKJV word for word 119

 HCSB     w4w/phrase for phrase      90

 NRSV     w4w/phrase for phrase      30

 NAB word for word 55

Version             Type           # Translators

 NJB phrase for phrase 36

 NIV phrase for phrase 115

 TNIV phrase for phrase 115

 NLT phrase for phrase 90

 CEV paraphrase 100+

 NIrV paraphrase 11

 GNT paraphrase 7

 Message paraphrase 1
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[f] - Or has been coming violently



Why & 
How? Matthew 11:12

The Voice – “When John the Baptist came, the
kingdom of heaven began to break in upon 
us, and those in power are trying to clamp 
down on it – why do you think John is in jail?
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Exegesis:  Explaining the meaning of the text;  i.e. what the 
author meant when he wrote to the people of his day.

Eisegesis:  Reading a meaning into the text which was not 
in the original (because of a bias of the interpreter)

Homiletics:  Practical application of the meaning of the 
text for us today.
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2 Tim 3:16-17 


